






































































+Upper layers cool 
+Density difference breaks 
down between cold & warm
water layers
+Water begins to turnover
until surface water cools to 
4 degrees Celcius
+Lake is thermally 
stratified
+Warm water sits on 
top of cooler water
+Water freezes over
+Ice and snow insulate
the water below
+Ice melts as temperature
increases
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MAX DEPTH: 33 FT
LAKE NOKOMIS PARK
405 ACRES
LAKE OF THE ISLES
112 ACRES
MAX DEPTH: 31 FT




MAX DEPTH: 26 FT







































































































































































































































I. The history of archicture shows its ability to occupy the water, and even to 
float.  This project proposes a floating intervention on Lake 
Calhoun in Minneapolis, Minnesota.  The structure will occupy the water and 
facilitate year-round recreation and leisure activities.
II. Climate change is causing rising sea levels and receding coastlines.  This 
site is located in a place that does not experience these tangible effects.  For 
this reason, the project will manipulate the environment in a way that artificially 
mimics the effects of climate change on water.  This will engage social  con-
ciousness in an area where this issue would not otherwise attract the attention 
of the public.
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CASE STUDIES
FREEZE/THAW PROCESS




















DESIGN - SITE & 
AGGREGATION
DESIGN - SINGLE POD
SITE MAP
I. Program: figure skating, hockey, snowshoeing, 
walking, cross-country skiing, ice fishing
II. Environment: (2) enclosed skating rinks, al-
ternating walkway/frozen rings around perim-
eter, varying edge conditions create varying 
freezing conditions, undulating walkway dips 
below surface for eye-level view of ice + water 
below
I. Program: swimming, walking, fishing, sailing, 
canoeing, kayaking, boating, lounging
II. Environment: (2) enclosed pools, undulating 
walkway dips below surface for eye-level views 
of water + habitat below, varying edge conditions 
accomodate varied activities, alternating rings of 
walking paths/water bridged by cross paths
Marina 
Olympic Swimming Pool Size







I. The aggregation of multiple pods 
stretches towards the center of the lake 
from two directions. From the north, 
the structure connects to the existing 
pavilion via floating pathway.  From the 
south, it floats anchored in a lagoon 
and reaches out to the north structure.  
This arrangement creates many new 
perspectives for the user, creating a 
conciousness for the habitat. Lake re-
crecreation & leisure are accomodated 
by the structure in 4 seasons.
ACTIVITY RADII
